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Blanchard Wins Again!
After 9 00 p m . Blanchard appeared
before his campaign team and said
"This victory is a mandate by the people
to lead Michigan into the 1990s
Just three years ago. Blanchard was
the target of a recall campaign after he
By Jeff Brand and A rthur
lincreased state income tax rates In
Radlicki
only 90 days, 450.000 voters signed
James
J Blanchard will be petitions to oust him
But Blanchard received 71 percent
Michigan's Governor for another four
ol
the vote in exit polls, Tuesday,
years Voters turned up at the poles
compared
with 28 percent for Lucas
on Tuesday. Nov 4 to elect the
and
less
than
one percent for Workers
candidate they thought would best
l
eague
candidate
Martin McLaughlin
serve as Governor
In
his
concession
speech which
Winning handily over his Republican
came
at
almost
the
same
time as
opponent William Lucus. Blanchard
was the clear victor when the polls Blanchard claimed victory, Lucas said.
"It now appears that our campaign to
dosed at 8 00 p m

Landslide Election
Gives Blanchard
Second Term

win the Governorship ot Michigan has
not been a success"
When the gubernatorial race started
the polls showed Gov Blanchard had a
sizable advantage over Lucaus
A
state wide poll taken on November 3
showed the
incumbent Democrat
would receive 48 percent of the votes
and the Republican. Lucas, probably
getting 35 percent, leaving 17 percent
undecided
Governor Blanchard formed his
campaign citing economic progress,
improved business opportunities, tax
programs, and a cleaner enviornment
The Michigan State University
graduate indicated that we have taken
for granted the state's economic

progress
He also boasted the
improved system of education in
Michigan
Taxes, a big issue in the campaign
were initially raised by the Governor and
then lowered when the state advanced
m credit ratings In a campaign speech,
he said, "I brought Michigan's income
tax rate back down to 4 6 percent"
Wayne County executive Bill Lucas
ran on similar points, only he claimed
that the state's new promise was the
work of the Reagan administration
Lucas joined the Republican Parly in
1985 following the advice of friends
who said all he would have to do to be
elected the nation's first elected black
governor was switch parties

P o lls:
Predicted
B lanchard
Victory
By Susan Treutler
Guest Writer
A l LENDALE-- • '• ; •••
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News Capsule
State

Local
Local election results,
like state-wide results, gave
incumbents another chance.
In Congressional races,
fifth district Republican Paul
B. Henry defeated Teresa S.
D ecker
the
D em ocrat
challenger.
Grand Rapids Rep. Guy
Vander Jagt received little
c o m p e titio n
from
his
Democrat challenger Richard
J. Anderson. Vander Jagt
will hold his ninth district
seat.
T h ir t y - f ir s t
d is t r ic t
Republican, Senator Dick
Posthumus will keep his seat
which he has held since
1982.
His challenger,
Democrat Diane Siciliano
received fewer than a quarter
of the votes.
State Senator Vern Ehlers
will keep his thirty-second
District seat. He received
little
com petitio n
from
Democrat Glen M. Barkan.

State elections proved
fruitful for the incumbent
administration under James
Blanchard.
Secretary of State Richard
H. Austin and State Attorney
General Frank J. Kelley held
their seats in the wake of
lim ited com petition from
„ Republicans Weldon 0.
Yeager and Robert H.
Cleland, respectively.

S ta te
Rep.
C o lle e n
Engler, a loser this year in
races for governor and
lieutenant governor, is
planning to run for public
office again, and in the
meantime plans to write a
book telling the details of her
campaign experiences.

Democrats Control Senate \
Compiled by Jeff Brand

National

International

Election ’86 is over and
the United States Senate is
now controlled by the
Democrats.
By midnight Wednesday, it
was clear that the U.S.
S e nate
had
chan ged
leadership. The Democrats
netted a gain of eight seats to
give them 55 members in the
senate compared to 45 for
the Republicans.
This ended a six-year
tenure for the Republican
Senate; many of the seats
were gained on the coattails
of the Reagan presidency.
The
R e p u b lic a n s ,
however, gained eight seats
in the 33 gubernatorial races
around the country.
Nine
wom en
ra n
fo r
governorships. Two of these
competed for the same seat
in Vermont.

P izza
H ut
p a re n t
compnay PepsiCo, Inc. is
negotiating w ith Soviet
officials this week to open as
many as 100 Pizza Hut
restaurants in the Soviet
Union.
It would be the first foreign
restaurant firm in the USSR.

"Phinney" from p.1

Vehicles Vandalized
broken by a Grand Valley student.
Safety and Security personnel said
they are obtaining a warrant for his
arrest. The name is being withheld
_ Destruction to motor vehicles seems
pending arraignment.
to be a recurring problem in parking lots
near on-campus housing.
According to Detective Grant
One student was arrested for driving
Schliewe, Safety and Security
with a suspended driver's license
answered a call reporting seven
vehicles in Lot E damaged by blue Saturday.
According to police, this was a
spray paint. "They seem to pick up
second offense and the driver was held
older cars and spray license plates and
in Ottawa County jail. He was released
tail lights," said Schliewe
on
bond.
He said the matter is under
investigation.
By Jeff Brand
News Editor

Two cars were broken into this
weekend and radar detectors were
stolen from each. According to police
detective Schliewe, the larcenies are
being investigated "The driver's windo
was smashed in on one of them," he
said

Arrest warrants were issued by police
for three Grand Valley students this
week.
All three students will appear in the
Hudsonville District Court tomorrow for
arraignment.
One of the warrants is for a male
student who was cited for engaging in a
fight outside Kistlerdorm on Thursday,
Oct. 30
The other arraignments were for a
larceny under $100 and malicious
destruction of property, also under

Malicious destruction to property was
reported on Saturday, Nov. 1 An
apartment at 4588 Lake Michigan Drive
was damaged when two windows were $100

blue avenue

At the beginning of each lecture
here, he delivered a paper about
South Africa or about the countries and
organizations in Southern Africa.
His first paper, "Why we should save
South Africa," outlined the West's
realization that destabilization is taking
place there and, "the Soviets must be
clapping their hands."
Phinney explained, "An awareness
of three important elements affecting
the destabilization helps to understand
why that process is taking place.
South Africa's practice of racism,
known as apartheid, is totallly
unacceptable to the United States and
to all morally responsible people."
"Second," he said, "the ..Soviet
Union, its Warsaw Pact associates, and
their surrogates, tenaciously, year in
and year out, work to influence events
toward Soviet domination over
Southern Africa as well as Africa, the
Earth's second largest continent."
Phinney went on to say, "A wide
range of vital Western interests and
United States interests are engaged in
Southern Africa." Another concern he
expressed was that Southern Africa is
vital to the surrounding sea lanes
where much of the West's oil must
pass
According to the Ambassador, there

H o s ta g e

n e g o tia to r

Terry Waite said Tuesday he
expects to know "within the
next 24 hours" whether he’ll
return to the Middle East to
attempt negotiations for the
release of remaining U.S.
hostages.
He said he is very hopeful
about winning the release of
hostages Terry Anderson
and Thomas Sutherland who
shared the same room with
David Jacobsen until he was
freed last weekend.

exists a <our-and-a-half to one ratio of
blacks to whites in South Africa now. In
the year, 2000, he explained that this
ratio will be 11 to one. With this in
mind, he said there is need for change.
According to Phinney, the United
States should encourage the change.
He said, "A basic United States
objective should be to foster and
support change, recognizing the need
to minimize the damage to our interests
in the process, but also recognizing
that American interests will suffer
inevitably if such change fails to occur"
His second paper, "In South Africa,
divided leadership obscures the end to
apartheid," exposed the different
domestic interest groups in South
Africa.
Phinney explained that
moderate whites there want to abolish
racism while the splinter group called
the "Herstigte National Party" or "HNP"
supports the racist government under
South African President P. W. Botha
"W ithin the white community,
President Botha and the people of his
environment work to moderate the
philosophy of the two million
conservatives," said Phinney "My
understanding is that the remaining
three million moderate whites and their
leaders in government recognize the
need to have blacks in government at
the highest level.”
See "Phinney” p.14

francois cauvin
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Dear Editor:
When I was a child, my
mother would read to me of a
frog turning into a prince and
tell me that it was a fairy tale.
Now Professor Bajema
would have me believe that if
given a few hundred billion
years, it is evolution and
science.
Putting the issue of life by
random natural selection or
by the purpose and design
"after its kind" of a Supreme
Being aside, the fact remains
that life comes from life and is
a quality that distinguishes
vital and functional being
from inanimate matter. No
s c ie n t if ic
e v id e n c e
dem onstrates
how the
random com bination of
inanimate chemical elements
yields life (much less such
th in g s
as
s p ir it ,
c o n s c io u s n e s s
and
intelligence). The lesson of
physics (as it is in human
history) is not one of
progressive regeneration but
of degeneration and entropy.
And even were such an
event theoretically possible,

Ws statistical probability Is so
remote (as even Professor
B a je m a 's
a s s e rtio n s
demonstrate) as to render it a
practical impossibility.
We
can
s p e c u la te
endlessly on the subsequent
p e r m u t a t io n s
and
combinations, but if the event
is not possible to begin with,
such
s p e c u la tio n
is
meaningless.
A
fundamental
philosophical presuppostion
of science is that life has
stemmed from matter The
fundamental presupposition
of Scripture is that life (as
well as consciousness and
intelligence) predates matter,
and that spirit (and not

matter) is the greater reality.
While neither can be verified
scientifically, at least th *
latter is not disproved and the
doctrine of sin (whether or
not we choose to believe it) is
co nsiste nt with what is
known of the physical laws.
Theories of evolution are
not.
That
science
cannot
observe or measure spiritual
phenomena does not mean
that science is final authority
or that the spiritual does not
exist. Rather, such things are
not scientifically appraised.
While I have the highest
regard for science, I do not
je ly on it for spiritual or
ethical guidance and am not
so naive as to believe it can
provide insight into such a
thing as‘the human will.
Professor Bajema has a
brilliant mind. But I would
encourage him to "read out"
of the testimony of his
science rather than reading
into it according to his own
presuppostions. Ultimately
we must decide whether
nothing working on nothing
with nothing for nothing
begat everything, or whether
there is a God. My hope and
assurance are in God
Sincerely,
Gary Page, Asst Prof.

Dear Editor:
Or an
Rankin's
s e lf-in d u lg e h t
le tte r is
attempting to justify his reign
as editor-in-chief by lashing
out at this year's Lanthorn.
You (Oran) asked what
happened to the sharp
college mind, do you
needlessly infer that your
mind typifies the 'sharp
college mind ? Do sharp
college minds promote the

unwarranted use of drugs,
knowing that drugs are one
of
A m e ric a 's
b ig g e st
problem s.
Did
your
conscience bother you after
your 'drug' issues were
printed?
What you consider innane
a lot of people consider
important. For example, you
aren't involved in a Greek
organization but Greeks like
th e ir co m m e nta ry
and
speaking as a non-Greek, I
like knowing what's going on
elsewhere.
Theoretically, I interpret
your opinion as 'the Lanthorn
has
gone
down
h ill.'
Honestly, can anyone be as
controversial as you are? I
must admit to showing an
interest in your version of the
Lanthorn. I can't say I was
anxious to read the news or
editorials but only to see
what you dared to print and
how far you dared to push
authority.
As you 'put down' this this
year's L a n th o rn . can you
defend your paper 5s
perfect? Most older students
can recall that you permitted
various a rticle s to be
published that shouldn't
have.
Maybe the Lanthorn isn't
read with the eagerness you
called forth but it is read still
the same with a heavy accent
on quality control.
Your
promotion of marijuana and
L.S.D., which are medically
proven to cause harmful
effects, did not show concern
for public welfare. I can't
honestly believe that you, as
a responsible concerned
human being would want
one of your readers to try
something you find off-beat
or even funny.
I whole-haeartedly applaud
Kathleen Marron for her
obvious regard for her
readership
ACTION

ACTION or NO
keep up the

fraternities on four points:
lack of individuality among
f r a t e r n it y
m e m b e rs ,
perception of inferiority of
wom en,
a lc o h o l
To the editor:
dependence, and physical
Once again, this time in a
appearance. I would like to
series of comic strips, The
refute each of these points
L a n th o rn has chosen to
individually.
portray the fraternity system
Tau Kappa Epsilon, as well
in a negative light. As a as every other fraternity of
brother of the Tau Kappa which I am aware, indeed
Epsilon Fraternity for four does promote brotherhood,
years, I have seen many but never to the exclusion of
articles and editorials in individuality.
It is this
college newspapers which individuality which makes the
degrade
G reek
so cia l organization a strong unit.
organizations. But never in
The fraternity system may
four years have I seen the
have once promoted the
supposedly objective college
degradation of women, and
press attack specific alleged
for my predecessors, I
vtraits.
apologize.
In the 1980s,
In the second installment of
however, our goals exclude a
the "blue avenue" strip that
negative attitude toward
appeared in the October 29,
women.
1986 issue"of The Lanthorn.
See "W aves" p.9
the strip's author attacks
respectful work.
Sincerely,
Dawn McMullen

Editor-In-Chief..........- .............................................................................. Kathleen Marron
A s s is ta n t E d ito r............................................................................................... K aren K acynski
S ports E d ito r................................................................................................................R od W ells
N ew s E d ito r..................................................................................................................-teff B ra nd
C am pus L ile E d ito r...............................................................................................A m y K lo tk o rn
P h o to g ra p h y E d ito r.............................................................................................. Todd S a ylo r
P ro d u c tio n M a n a g e r.............................................................................................W illia m G riffin
B u s in e s s M a n a g e r..................................................................................... W .n g b ic h lo ,
A d v e rtis in g M a n a g e r...................................................................................................T ryo n
O ffice M a n a g e r........................................................................................................ D aw n T o liv e r
A d v is o r
........................................................................................ P ro fe s s o r Paul J o h n s to n
N ew s S ta ff

..................................................................................................... D arre n 6 ib s 0 n
............................. D an R o e lo fs
A lex V u y s t
Bill W a lc o tt
N ico le W illia m s
Jay W o ods

S ta ff W rite rs

la y o u t

S taff

S ta f? P h o to g ra p h e r

R odd M onts
Ja n C h e ry l A lle n
L a u rie W a g ne r
D e a n n e M c V ic a r
D arn n J llls o n
A rth u r R adhcki
L e slyn R ank
A rthur R adhcki

The t an thorn is a self supported weekly putplication Its revenue is raised through the
sale of advertising As Grand Valley Slate C o lle g e ': official student newsoaoer. we w is r
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Michigan 49401 Phone (616 ) 89 5 3 '2 0 or 89 5 3608

Since Blanchard Has Been Re-elected Governor, What Will Happen?

Beth Knox
Senior

Gerrl Nalbach
Sophomore

Marcia Hutchinson
Senior

"He will keep taking Michigan
upward ‘

"Improvements in general

"Not much will happen '

Robert Clarke
Professor, Political
Science

James Thompson
Professor, Political
Science

"He will continue his plan
Emphasizing education-

"I expect more of the same
Korn Blanchard "

"The Investigation"
History Crying Out
By Susan Swanson
Staff Writer
As you enter the theatre you are
stopped by an armed guard and
checked with a metal detector. After
finding a seat you open your program
to find a ballot to mark guilty, innocent,
or abstain next to the accused. The
lights are left on. The mood is set. This
is not your average night at the theatre.
You are being asked to pass
judgement on a terrible chapter in a
man's history, on society, and on
yourself as part of the human race.
"The Investigaton" by Peter Weiss,
as presented by Theatre Grand Valley,
is a powerful message for human rights
in our world today. The play opened in
Louis Armstrong Theatre last weekend
and continues through November 9th.
Immediacy is added to the action by
the use of two news camera people
who are trying to take pictures during
the testim ony. This could be
happening today, their presence is
saying, with all the atrocities still going
on in the world.
In this style of Bertolt Brecht, the
titles for each acts are projected
overhead. Except for the final act, all of
the acts are called "songs." As the play
progresses it is evident that voices of
both the victims and accused become a
chorus, much like in an opera, crying
out against man's ability to remove
himself from his responsibility to his
fellow humans.
A large cast drawn from Grand Valley
faculty and students, and the
surrounding community, bring this
outcry to a resounding cre&endo
during a tense pedormance. While all
the actors handled a great amount of
difficult dialogue skillfully, a few soloists
seem to stand out Susan WalkerKniola, as Witness #5, was particularly
convincing in her performance as a
special duty prisoner Carol Rinkevich
used her strong yet breaking voice to
add a special edge to her role as
Witness #9 And Karen Davis brings an
almost little-girl quality to her pleadings
to be heard
Among the accused. Ray Gautreau

as the arrogant Boger and Roger
Martinek as the denying Klehr bring
new meaning to the term “collective
amnesia.”
And Timothy Skiba's
platform guard has a very effective
down-to-earth quality about him.
Some of the actors were a little
difficult to understand at times because
of the rapid fire pace at which the
dialogue was delivered. In addition,
because the accused are grouped
above the witnesses on a platform,
some witnesses must address them
with their backs turned to the audience.
An exception to this problem is Ted
Jawor, the Prosecutor, whom we can
always hear.
I suspect that as they settle into their
roles, the actors will overcome these
problems. The intensity of the play is
directly tied to the fast pace of the
dialogue. In the end, it appears that the
individual words are not as important as
the fact that they are all crying out.
It is a long play, edited to 2 1/2 hours
for the Grand Valley production. In his
constant barrage of accusations and
replies, the author himself perhaps

Karen Davis, as witness #3, testifies before the jury.

Photo by Todd Saylor

Continued on page 15

ALLENDALE WOMEN'S
CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE
UNION ASKS...

THE DELI & GALLEY
Introduces
"THE 32oz BOSS"

"DID YOU KNOW?"

Purchase a 32oz. Pepsi p ro d u ct fo r only .99c
and win instantly.
WIN EVERYTIME!!
<6^

Watches

rC. o
o o \ e vS

F r is b e e s
M \s o v s

^ e e o
S ° c ta

PRIZES:

ON SALE NOW

ON SALE NOW!

WACing refers to smoking
marijuana cigarettes laced
with other substances. The
first such joints were laced
with PCP, but now they are
laced with a variety of
s u b s ta n c e s ,
in c lu d in g
form aldehyde, rat poison,
and bug spray. Drug dealers
treat joints with a substance,
then sell them at what seem
to be bargain prices, usually
to teenagers.
sponsored by
Vernon's Hardware

STUDY IN EUROPE

The University of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Belguim offers

C o m p le te p ro g ra m m e s in P h ilo s o p h y fo r the
d e gre e s o f B.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a ju n io r year a b roa d p ro gra m m e
All courses are in English
/
Tuition is 14,500 Belgium Franks ( ± $250)
W rite to

%

S e cre tary E n g lis h p ro g ra m m e s
K ardinaai M ercierp iem 2. B-3000 L e u v e n Betgium

K.U. Leuven

Sc
JJacr Stftin

u z i n a

• _.x-ateC or rr»e ow»-'

of K,rKol
di 895-3656 anc as*

F a ll H o u r s

^ j t c L d d o r i

Monday thru Friday
9 DC a rr
6 X r

f $ 3.00 OFF
PER M S
13a 86

'$

A d.11 <r O' A p o O '-l'

l ______

Si r * '

11in

■ms

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER Utli AT 9:00 PM
Grand Valley State Field House
Arena
3 ,.i:,dl>ie al Student

A ctivites
and are due there by O ctober 28th
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Fig Leaf
Fashions
by Suzanne Allen
Campus Life Writer

Geek! Not a minute more of that Bright, bold colors, especially purple
awful wardrobe only nerds and geeks are really big right now. Also, you
should never, never, wear black shoes
would wear. Not on this campus.
Announcing the first annual Geek with brown pants. Always keep the
Makeover, and if your closet is in socks, pants, and shoes the same
desperate need of repairs you're invited color. Never let skin show by wearing
All it takes is a few corrections to too short of socks or worse yet, no
update clothing, then wave the magic socks at all in the winter time. That’s
wand and Zapl, all fashion mistakes tacky.
According to MGF, a fashion
float away forever.
magazine
for men, the latest look is the
The first step to rid the wearer of bad
rugged
western
and Australian outback
taste is to create or show an image. An
wear.
Real
men
somehow become
image of a person is projected through
even
tougher
in
faded
jeans and a jean
his appearance whether he knows it or
jacket.
not.
Other fashion trends seen on the city
This image sets him apart from the
streets
are suspenders, green leather
rest of the world. It can be attractive,
weird, or just plain sloppy. And, jackets, the Coca-cola line, return of the
although many men feel they aren't out white shirt, bold print ties...
A word of warning when buying new
to impress anyone, they do leave an
impression. It might be the wrong one. clothes, watch out for those fly by night
How can you tell? Are you trends that leave as fast as they come.
comfortable with the way you look, or It boks silly if they are worn only a few
do you feel that improvements could months later. The Don Johnson jacket
be made resulting in mobs of women is an example.
Your best bet in overhauling a
breaking down your front door
wardrobe
for the college life, would be
hysterically demanding your attention?
to
buy
certain
basics first, such as
Thought so. Remember, if you
Reebok
tennis
shoes
and levi jeans.
seem like you're someone up and
coming, you'll be thought of as Then adding to it is simple by mixing
and matching. Sporty, casual, even
successful.
Look at all the powerful men of the sweats are considered fashionable
world.
prince Charles, Desai Gandhi, clothes to wear because they are
appropriate for campus life.
and Calvin Klein...
Lastly, go through and toss whatever
They dress(ed) uniquely and carry it off
articles
of clothing that are outdated or
with confidence and great pride.
impossible
to salvage. Bell bottom
There isn't any comparison between
jeans,
gold
chain necklaces, polyester
those men and a college student, but
anything,
leather
pants, wide belts,
they do have their own style and so
turtlenecks,
pointy
silk collared
should you.
shirts...,
are
all
obvious
losers.
If you
Tip: Gaining the power look centers
are
in
doubt,
try
to
picture
who
would
on upper body strength. The illusion of
bigger muscles can be done with wear an outfit like that. When your
sweaters or jackets. New for fall are answer is PeeWee Herman, the king of
reversibles. The puffy quilted material wimps, you're in trouble.
Creating an image of success and
is perfect for cold autumn days. A
power
isn't really very hard
once your
printed pattern on one side and solid
own
style
starts
to
form.
Style
that
color on the other looks like it's two
different shirts The one pictured cost shows strength and power can be
shown casually as well as formally. So,
$26.00 at Silvermans.
Next, try to shed some conservative there's no excuses for putting off
thinking and develop a go for it attitude. wearing updated clothing until after
You'll communicate to the world that graduation. When it comes to the
you're a take charge kind of guy fashion world, it isn't always hip to be
Sticking only to neutral shades like grey square
Guest model: Jeffery Noble
and brown shows you're no fun at all

*

■*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * JMMMf

Family Pantry Deli
OPEN 24 HOURS
411 W ilson N.W. Standale, Mi
(Corner of Lake Michigan Dr. & W ilson)

791-0740

CANDY
Chunky Regular, Oh Henry, Nestlesl
Crunch, Nestles Milk Chocolate, or
Whoppers

Reg. 40*

40 OZ. BOTTLE

MILLER
MILLER LITE

09

*1

PLUS TAX b DEP

"The fashion wears out more apparel than the man."
William Shakespeare
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Orchestra and
Community
Players Debut
By Cheryl Allen
Campus Life W riter
Louis Armstrong Theatre was filled
with the music that has stood the test of
time Sunday October 26th. It was the
debut concert of Grand Valley State
College Community Orchestra and
Grand Valley Chamber Players. The
concert included musical selections
from the works of Beethoven, Wagner,
Handel and Delius; the Chamber
Players featured a beautiful solo
performance from guest soloist
Kathleen Gomez, oboist; the orchestra
was conducted by Lee Copenhaver.
Wagner's Die Meistersinger von
Nurnberg-Vorspiel (The Master Singers
of Nurnberg- 1865) was the opening
theme, one of Wagner's early works (a
comedy/opera), the second of his
"normar- less innovative works. The
critics of the day had been persistently
hostile toward his daringly innovative
style. The program notes express that
this earlier work “is in a less
adventuresome harmonic style than
that of Tristan and Isolde (1857). but in
many ways exemplifies Wagner's ideals
for the German music drama." The
orchestra next embarked on their
musical journey of To Be Sung of a
.Summer Night on the Water IIFrederick Delius; the program notes,
"...English composer Frederick Delius
was one composer who combined
Wagner's style with the airy textures of
Grieg."
Concerto for Oboe in G major (I
Grave II Allegro Ill.Sarabande IV
Allegro) by composer George Friderir

C.E.C Is a Plus For
Special Ed Majors

Hafldei was performed by the Chamber
Players and soloist Kathleen Gomez.
"Handel's concern for a very singing
style is evident in the Sarabande," the
progam states. The sweet timbred
voice of Gomez' oboe in smooth,
melodious song was a performance to
be remembered; the Players in
beautiful harinony.
Originally from Milwaukee, soloist
Kathleen Gomez has been in the area
since 1981. She has played in the
Chicago Civic Orchestra and the
Chicago Symphony; she presently
plays for the Grand Rapids Symphony
and Grand Valley's Woodwind Quintet.
Her performance was delightful, a
beautiful contributionTfo the fine music
of the day.
The orchestra returned to conclude
the day's musical presentation with the
provacative Symphony no.1 in C majorLudwig von Beethoven.
As the
program states, ”... criticism of the
symphony upon it's first presentations
was largely unfavorable: It was said to
be the "outrageous effrontery of a
young man," a work in which made
"prodigal use of the most barbaric
dissonances." History has proven that
we should be more temperate in our
criticism of contemporary works; this
first symphony was the work of a
genius."'
Check our culture calendar for
upcoming performances- our Orchestra
and Chamber Player's performances
were a reflection of hours of devoted
practice Why not lend an ear to the
music that has withstood the test of
time7

Brother-Little Sister Program on
campus.
Last year the council raised
Amy Klofkorn
money
for
disability
camps in Michigan.
Campus Life Editor
Special education majors from all
All special education and regular over the state will be travelling to a
education majors take note! C.E.C C.E.C conference to be held at the
(Council for Exceptional Children) Amway Grand Plaza Hotel this spring.
At the conference students will attend
wants you to become involved.
C.E.C helps special and regular lectures, meetings and workshops and
educaton students acquire those a wide range of topics. Other chapters
volunteer hoyrs needed for students slated to attend are travelling from
through baby-sitting jobs and Wayne State, Western, Central, and
Eastern Universities, Michigan State
community functions.
and the University of Detroit.
According to Denise Akright,
There are no membership dues for
president of Grand Valley's C.E.C
members
of state chapters, but if you
chapter, C.E.C started to function again
wish
to
join
the National Chapter the
last year after an inactive period.
cost
is
$22.00
per year which in o d e s
Akright hopes to see "increased
magazine subscritions and information
membership and an awareness of the
on area workshops and conferences.
program on campus." Currently this
Any interested education majors may
registered student organization has 20
attend C.E.C meetings which are held
active members at Grand Valley.
Fund-raising plans are now in the on the average of three Thursdays per
works. All special education majors are month at 4:30 p.m. in 114 Au Sable
invited to a pizza party on Thursday, Hall. Dates are to be posted. For more
November 13, time and location to be inform ation call the School of
announced. Grand Valley alumni and Education at 895-3391.
professors will be on hand to take
Akright urges education majors to
questions and discuss what's new in attend the pizza party. "It's a good
the world of special education. The chance to get involvedj, meet people
council is also planning sweat shirt and make contacts which may be useful
sales, and they hope to begin a Big after graduation."
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Did you know? will be run bi-weekly in the future. We need your input. If
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It's all a game

lost on Jeopardy because I took a
ride on the Wheel of Fortune. I am
headed to that Sale of the Century,
because the Price is Right, and the
Jokers are always Wild. Let’s Make a
Deal you say? No way, I always pick the
wrong door.
My life was a Scrabble. I am sick of
The Dating Game, because I feel I will
never make it to the Newlywed Game.
I try and try, but I just can't make that
Love Connection. I can't get that
bonus round that makes playing the
game worth it.
What's My Line? I’m a game show
fanaticl
It's an industry within an industry. For
some people it is an obsession. Like
soap opera buffs and PBS patriots,
game shows are attracting grouppies
of their own.
Most are
syndicated, such as
Jeopardy, the Wheel of Fortune, and
Sale of the Century. Then there are
game show legends, like the Price is
Right, a network product.
Ironically, ex-talkshow host Merv
Griffin controls the reins of "The
Wheel". It proved a good investment
for G riffin, the show netted
approximately $100 million last year.
What makes these shows so
popular? Pat Sajak appears to be the
most boring host on television, yet
millions watch him daily.
Vanna White admitted that she does
indeed receive too much publicity for
turning letters I agree. I wonder what
her job title is? I would be afraid to ask
her educational background
She
never even talks!
My favorite
host is
Love
Connection's Chuck Wholery He has
to be the coolest host, on the coolest
game show of all
It takes experience to deal with some
of his contestants at times, especially
when they had awful dates I think the
fiascos make the show more fun,
myself
I prefer to see the girl call the guy a
jerk, and him to call her ugly, than to
see continual 'love connections It can
get quite embarrassing also, like when
the guy asks the girl for a second date
and she turns him down in front of
millions of people
I also enjoy the Dating Game
It
seems like the girls never get stuck

with geeky guys, even when there's
two of them and one cool guy. It's
funny to see the contestants
expressions when they finally see the
geeks they didn't choose. "I’m glad I
didn't pick him/her!!!," the expressions
seem to say.
I hate to see game shows give away
dumb prizes, because the contestants
have to smile, as though they are glad
to receive the garbage gifts. It's like
giving a friend or relative a gift you
wouldn't want yourself, but they smile
politely instead of swearing their true
feelings at you.
Remember Match Game P.M. (Jean
Rayburn--Dumb Dora was so dumb...).
I enjoyed that show because they
could always give explicit answers,
and most questions dealt with sex.
I hate the tasteless prizes some
shows unload on contestants. I would
be pretty angry if I were to go on a
game show and win a set of deluxe
window blinds or a fruit dehydrator or a
selection of extention cords.
The only prizes that really matter
anyway are cash and cars, right?
I have a friend, at home in Detroit,
who appeared on the Sale of the
Century a while ago. He always
answered the questions correctly at
home. He was confident that he
would go on the show and win
everything on the showroom floor. He
even bragged about dating Summer
Bartholomew. (She is Sale
of the
Century's answer to Vanna White, only
with a brain).
He looked confident, and I thought
he would fare well, as he anwered the
first two questions correctly Each
contestant begins the game with 20
points, he now had 30 By game’s
end however, he had only 15 He lost
several points for incorrect answers
Onequestion he missed was, "What is
the capital of Michigan'7"
He explained that at home it's much
easier to pick the correct door, the
cutest girl or guess the price
of
spaghetti It's different when you're
standing in front of an audience of
several hundred people, while looking
into a camera which represents millions
more
I just laughed and said “I'm sorry
that answer is incorrect You choked'
Don Pardo tell him what he's won "

$ 3 GRAND VALLEY
$ 3]
STUDENT COUPONj
$3.00 Off haircuts or reg. priced perms
By appt only 457-4620

rPfflSMA'S
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^PHARM ACY
“YOUR fUlL SERVICE DRUG STORE AND M O R r

6 Pharmacists to serve you, with fast,
friendly service and advice:

i¥ *

i &
MARI SMITH

DAVID LOVELL

D!CK BRILLIANT

CARL PIERSMA

CLARE PIERSMA

mmm
MARY POLL

FREE ADVICE WHENEVER YOU NEED
Ask our pharmacist any questions, at any time, on any ot your health needs,
non-prescription or prescription, vitamins, remedies or other items.

QUESTIONS ON HEALTH OR RELATED TOPICS?
Our Pharmacist can help you

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
STANDALE 7 MILES EAST ON M-45
__________________ ALLENDALE 2^ILES WEST ON M~45_________________

STUDENT DISCOUNT
JW1TH IP CARDS

LOW DlSCOUm PRICES
Call 895-4358 OR 453-4980 -- We'll gladly qucte you a price
on your prescription.
FAST, FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
EASY PRESCRIPTION TRANSFER SERVICE
Just bring us the bottle, we'll do 'he rest.
Whiie you're here, browse
through our large American Greeting Card ana Gift Department find
your favorite cosmetics from Revlon, Loreal, Aziza, Maybellme.
Cover Girl and more. Plus--School and office supplies, jewelry, personal
care appliances, photo supplies, toys, candy and convenience foods
and more"

PIERSMA PHARMACY , " y o u r full

serv ic e
drug store and m o re ",a ls o p ro v id e s :

'N ext Day or Free Photo Finishing 6 days a Week
'10% Student P re scrip tio n D iscount
'C om puterized P re scrip tio n Records
'U tility Bill C ollection
'O ne Day Dry Cleaning Service
'Copy Machine Servlce--1 5c
'Postage Stamps
'Large Selection of Generic Drugs 'R ussel Siover Candy
We accept ""ost 3rd party insurance programs nc.^c mg Medicaid. Grand Va. ey
Health Plan. BCBS, PCS PAID, MESSA. SET, Health Care Network Teamsters,
Aetna. Travelers, Medimet, and others

"YOUR FULL SERVICE DRUG STORE AND MORE"

If You Don’t Know

DIAMONDS
Know Your Jeweler

For special prices on diamonds, watches
& jewelry, visit your nearest

PIERSMA'S
PHARMACY=S*
447 Stondola Plaza 6S5 7 Lake Michigan Dr.
451-49*0
8 95-4355
SiondoU

Downtown, Rogers Plaza,
North Kent, and Woodland
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Political campaigns are designedly made into emotional orgies which
endeavor to distract attention from the real issues involved, and they actually
paralyze what slight powers of cerebration man can normally muster.
James Harvey Robinson

AMY WRITING AWARDS
SPONSORED BY
THE AMY FOUNDATION

An invitation for writers
to communicate biblical truth
to a secular audience
from an accepted and popular edition of

launching, the Amy Foundation announces iIs

the Bible such as The N ew International Ver

Second Annual W riting Awards program.

sion, The Living Bible, The King James, or the
. .In addition to the $10,000 first prize, a

w riting that presents in a sensitive, thoughtprovoking manner. Cod's position on issues

$ 5 ,0 0 0 second prize, a $ 2 ,5 0 0 third prize, a

that affect the world today
Issues must be of public interest or concern

w ill be awarded.

$1,500 fourth prize and a $1,000 fifth prize
Articles and/or inquiries may be submitted

and be relevant, timely and deserving ol na
tional attention l o be eligible lor the award,

tO: The Am y Foundation

submitted articles must be published in the
A

W nting Awards
PO. Box 16 0 9 1

J L / .

leasing. M l 48901

A

The opportunity is yours lo
express Cod's position, as

■ 1 t* C T

P ro p itia tio n

7 p

2nd Prize, $5,000 3rd Prize, $2,500 4th Prize, $1,500 5th Prize, $1,000
RULES
tuciBiury

fU D G IN G

CONTENT

I Q u a lifie d articles w ill be fudged on I be fo llo w in g basis of p rim a ry and
secondary considerations
a P rim a ry C onsiderations
(1) Persuasive p o w e r o f th e article
( 2 ) A u th o r 's s k ill in re la tin g G od's w o rd to cssrrent pu blic interest
issues
b Secondary C onsiderations
( I ) C irc u la tio n tir e o f media in w h ic h article was psibllshed

1 C od's w o rd m ust be quoted d irectly from the Bible

Z D ecisions by the judges and Aw ards Panel w i ll be fin a l

To be e lig ib le, the article m a il ha»e been published in a pa id general
in te re s t, general c ircu latio n secular pu b lic a lio n . as d e te rm ine d b y the
Aw ards panel
2 The a rtic le m ust h a re been published du rin g the year d e fine d by the
dates f l r e n as th e Am y fo u n d a tio n w ritin g aw ards year jan ua ry I .
1 9 86 th ro ug h December 31. 1986

2 Such qstoialio ns must be ac kn o w lrd g e d as com ing fro m th e Bible

SUBM ISSIO N

1 B ib lic a l q u otatio ns must be taken Irons an accepted and popular e d itio n
o l the B ib le , such as the New In te rn a tio n a l Version, The L iv in g Bible.
The lO ng fames, or th e Revised Standard Version
4 H ie a rtic le m ust present Cod t p o sition o n an issue o l pu blic concern o r
inte res t as relev a nt, tim e ly and deserving o f Ih oughtfsd con side ra tion
5 f samples o f p u b lic interest issues fo r con side ra tion , but not lim ite d lo
these, are fa m ily life , divo ere. value trends, m edia c haracter,
po rn o g ra p h y , p o litic a l m ora lity , U S N ational Interests, ab o rtio n ,
re lig io n and a d d ic lio n to drsigs and alcohol

1 I he en try m ust be in the fo rm o f ai, actual lu ll pagefs) o r tear sheet(s)
that accurately id e n tify the p u b lic a tio n name and date
2

I K*-rr is no l im it to the num ber o f qualified e n trie s th a t may be
subm itted by a single author

3 All en tries m ust be postm arked on or before |ansaary 3 1 ,1 9 8 7
W in n in g articles w ill be announced on May I . 1987

THE AMY FOUNDATION, A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION PROMOTING BIBLE EDUCATION

J U N IO R

& M IS S Y

SP O R TSW E AR & DRESSES

atonement
expiation
reconciliation
satisfaction
Propitiation is an offe ring, action, or
sacrifice that makes the governing
power propitious toward the offender.
Satisfaction, in this connection
denotes rendering a full legal
equivalent for the wrong done.
Propitiation appeases the lawgiver;
satisfaction meets the requirements of
the law.
Atonement (at-one-ment), originally

GVSC Co-founder
To Speak Here

YES........ WE HAVE LAYAWAY!

By Flora B. Beene
News Staff

$ 4.0 0 O F F

any 1 item o f $20 , or more!

( excluding sale items & layaway )
coupons must be presented at
time of purchase.

PHONE
453-8817

Exp 12/1/86

4045 Lake Michigan Dr. N. W. ( in Standale Plaza
Grand Rapids , Ml 49504

Arnold C Ott, President of West
Grand Management, will speak at Grand
Valley State College on Wednesday,
Nov. 12,
at 3:00 p.m. in the
Promenade Deck at Kirkhof Center.
Ott is co-founder of GVSC and has
served on the Board of Trustees since
1961 His presentation, " The Future
of Entrepreneurship," is sponsored by
Delta Sigma Pi, a professional, co-ed
business frafernity.

According to an article published ii
the Grand Rapids Press in 1985. Ott is
"a great believer in serendipity th<
knack of making important discovers
by accident or being in the right place a
the right time."
He is the founder or co-founder o
ten Michigan companies
In a letter to Diane Stock, of the
Student Activities Office, Ott stated
"With this being my favorite subject
hope this will inspire some to become
great achievers in the career of then
choice.

francois cauvin

blue avenue
or-., ku .

denoting reconciliation , or the bringinc
into agreement of those who have
been estranged, is now chiefly used
as in theology, in the sense of some
offering, sacrifice, or suffering sufficien
to win forgiveness or make up for ar
offense; especially and distinctively o
the sacrificial work of Christ in His
humiliation, suffering, and death
Expiation is the enduring of the ful
penalty of a wrong or crime in order t<
undo it or make it as if it had not been
or to make some kind of reparation fo
it.
ANTONYMS:
a lie n a tio n ,
c h a s tis e m e n t,
condem nation,
curse, estrangem ent, offense,
penalty,
punishment,
re p ro b a tio n ,
retribution
vengeance, wrath.

By James C. Fernald

^

quoted and acknowledged

HOURS:
Mon -Fri
(9:30-9)
Sat
(9-5)
Cbsed Sun

European water colors, oils,
drawings, and prints will be
displayed in the Fine Arts Exhibit,
opening November 7, in the Calder
Art Gallery. The Gallery is located
next to the Louis Armstrong Theatre
inside the Calder Fine Arts Center.
This exhibition, organized by the
Smithsonian's Cooper-Hewitt
Museum, may be seen until

Revised Standard Version.

We are searching for creative, skillful

secular media.

December 3, weekdays between 10
a.m. and 5 p.m.
Approximately 100 items of
original artwork produced by leading
European illustrators for books,
magazines, and newspapers were
a sse m b le d
by
Edward
Booth-Clibborn, Chairman of the
Designers and Art Directors
Association of London. They were
selected from thousands of entries
in shows with works of illustrators
from France, England, Holland,

By Kimberly Navarre
Campus Life W riter

1986 • 2ND ANNUAL

Building upon a successful first year
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GUM DISEASE IS NUMBER ONE
ORAL HEALTH MENACE
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jropean
olors
Belgium, and West Germany.
"This might
be the most
interesting exihibit for many this
year,"said Mr. Dellas Henke, Gallery
Director, "we hope to have about
500 to 1000 visitors to this exhibit.
The exhibit is extremely high quality
work from some of Europe's
greatest illustrators."
Among the artists represented in
the exhibition are Pierre le-Tan,
Andre Francois, Jean-Michel Folon,
Ralph Steadman, Ian Pollock, Adrian
George, Andrzej Dudzinski, Nicola
Bayley and Sue Coe.
This exhibition, with works from
1974 to 1984, emphasizes the
talent and worth of contemporary
illu s tr a to r s
w o rk in g
in
communications media.
Different exhibits appear each
month in the Gallery and are open to
all students and the general public.
Upcoming
exhibits include
Bachelor of Fine Arts Exhibitions,
December 8 through 19, and
School
of
C om m unications
Exhibition, January 23 through
February 18.
"First and foremost an exhibit like
this helps art and design students
to see work from outside of West
Michigan." explained Henke, "also,
as we are a public institution, our
goal is to serve the entire area. With
exhibits of this qualty we are
exposing fine art and design to
many people in West Michigan.”
Another advantage is that each
time a new exhibit is scheduled,
several art and design majors have
the opportunity to take part in the
preparation of an exhibit
They
learn hanging and lighting
techniques as well as learning how
to handle works of art
"Students
get
hands
on
experience they learn by doing,"
said Henke, "many Art and Design
students end up working in galleries
and museums after graduation."
"It's interesting," added7 Peggy
Evans, Freshman, "there's a
different variety each month "

cycling through periods of remission
and activity.
When the disease flares in older
adults, it may advance rapidly,
sometimes launching a suprise attack in
"Look, Mom! No cavities!"
people
who have never had a cavity
"Look, Mom! Gum disease instead!"
and
who
brush and floss regularly and
Denti sts rate gum disease as the
thus
assume
they are in good dental
number-one oral health enemy today,
health.
out-ranking the much-battled cavity.
But gums act like the foundation of a
According to the American Dental
Association (ADA), $2.3 billion is spent building: If the base is deteriorating,
the structure probably is not sound.
on gum disease each year.
"Part of the problem we are seeing
Gum disease develops in the tissues
now
in older people without teeth is
immediately surrounding the teeth.
that
they
were less likely to seek dental
The problem of gum disease is as old
care
when
the disease could have
as man and documented in the skulls of
been
halted.
Perhaps they couldn’t
some ancient cave dwellers. The
visit
a
dentist
due
to a lack of money or
disease strikes people in every nation
weren't
educated
about good dental
and no age group is exempt, except
health,"
said
Irwin
Mandel, D.M.D.,
infants.
professor
of
dentistry
and director of
An epidemic of peridontal (gum)
disease affects millions: those at Grand the Center for Clinical Research in
Dentistry at Columbia University.
Valley are, of course, included.
Dental clinics have opened which
The disease can be prevented if
provide
services billed by the patient's
students, faculty and staff would take
ability
to
pay. One such clinic is the
the in itia tive to keep dental
Neighborhood
Health Services in
appointments and faithfully follow the
Grand Rapids.
prescribed advice.
More teeth are lost by people over
When asked if similar services were
35 because of peridontitis than from available on campus, personnel at the
any other cause. Many of these people Grand Valley Health Services office
are unnaware of this condition because said that they do not provide this type
usually it is painless and slowly
of service. "If a student is in need of a
progressive.
dentist, we will refer the student to the
In many cases the disease begins as nearest reputable dentist," they
early as age 15 or 16 but goes explained, "We have a referral list
available."
unnoticed for decades, perhaps

By Flora B. Beene
Medical Writer

In preventing gum disease, it is
important to realize that plaque is the
number-one enemy. Plaque is the root
of most gum problems such as
gingivitis and pyorrhea.
Bacteria from food and other sources
colonize in a sticky film that clings to the
teeth: this is plaque. A great deal of
the bacteria-laden film remains on the
teeth even after brushing because a
toothbrush alone cannot reach the
crevices behind and between teeth.
Many factors contribute to the
accumulation of plaque and the
progression of gum disease. Sugary
foods, improper breathing, oral
contraceptives, health conditions like
diabetes, and dentures or braces that
fit poorly all can cause gum disease.
The ADA recommends that
everyone should take precautions to
eliminate plaque by seeing a dentist
twice a year for a checkup and cleaning.
A dentist can give proper instructions
on brushing and flossing to the student
concerned in preserving his or her
"pearly whites," but a few tips include:
Brush and floss daily. Use a soft,
multi-tufted brush with round-end
bristles and a flat surface. Hold the
brush against teeth with the tips at a 45
degree angle to the gums. Brush
upward in short strokes on each side of
the bottom teeth. Brush downward
when doing the upper teeth. Brush
the tongue and the roof of the mouth
See "G um s" p.14

"W aves" from p.3
Neither our local colony nor the
national leadership of Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity promote "the need
of alcohol in the ultimate college
experience." Yes, we do consume
alcoholic beverages, but they are never
the focus of an activity
Finally, their brothers of the fraternity
judge a potential initiate not on physical
appearance or style of dress, but on
whether he can serve and be served by
the organization We judge a man on
what's inside
The fraternities and sorrorities on this
campus and nationwide are quite
frankly tired of striving to overcome the
negative image promoted by some of
our forbearers. It is the right and
responsibility of the media to judge the
men and women of greek organizaitons
fairly and objectively.
Thank you,
Evan M. Reisner
Secretary, Tau Kappa Epsilon

com m unoRE
*T E R M PAPERS
PRESUM ES * THESES
♦ T Y P IN G
* W O R D P R O C E S S IN G

ALL YOUR TYPING
NEEDS AT REASONABLE
RATES
950 TAYLOR GRAND
HAVEN ,MI
846-7730

HOURS (TEMPORARY)
MON. - THUR. 5.30PM-10PM
FRI. 1PM-10 PM
SAT 10AM 10PM

538-7887
4328 S Divs.on
Kentwooa, Ml
49508

• NEW •
•USED*
COLLECTABLES

W ANTED: Y our used tapes & re co rd s

night after
vMuw is your
j"Ke to be a comedian
ng vour bestjoke
tumorous story ..
yours is Lhe best you could win a prize
-■ st: j v

* * *

2845 Thornhills »

• Professional comedians from across
the countrv New shows every week’

*

M ajor & In d e p e n d e n t
D o m e stic La be ls

Present this card for 10% otf
all purchases
thru Nov 30, 1986
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Russian Club
Nov 12

The Russian Club of GVSC
announces the opportunity to
see the Moiseyev Dance
Troup from Russia on their
first US tour in 12 years. 6n
November 12 members of the
Russian Club of the Russian
Club will travel to the 8:00pm
performance at MSU's
Lansing and invite other
Grand Valley students to
attend. Tickets cost $22 and
available transportation will
leave the campus at 6:15 pm.
The Moiseyev Dance Troup
includes 150 of Russia's most
celebrated dancers, music
ians, and acrobats. Originally
a ballet troupe, they now
combine modern dance with
loosely interpreted folk
dances for a most exciting
production. For reservations
or more information, call
791-2091 or 895-3203 by
Nov.5.

through
Feb 1

Nov 6

BLANDFORD NATURE
CENTER 1715 Hillburn NW„
Dec 2
Dec 4
through
Jan 4
Dec 4
Dec 6
Dec 628
Dec 721

Collegiate Bible Studies
Schedule

Nov 13
Nov 20
Dec 4
Dec 11

How is a person saved?
What does it mean to believe
in Jesus?
Assurance of Salvation
Living the New Life

Culture Calendar
Now
through
Jan 25
through
Jan 6
through
Jan 11
through
Nov 30

Nov 9 &
30
through
Marl

The GR Art Museum: Armand
Merizon: A Retrospective.
Distinctive seascapes.

The sculpture class adds a
new dimension to Louis
Armstrong Theater.

Photos by Arthur Radhcki

A Christmas Carol
Voigt House Museum
For specific dates
times call 453-6192

Nov 10

Prof. Mary DeYoung, the
family

WMAX CONCERT LINE
Nov 7

Nov 25
Dec 2

Dec 1
To Be
Annc'd

Career Exploration, 3'-5pm
2 Sessions, limit 12,, 152
Commons
Preparations for Exams,
7-9pm, North Commons
Seminar on Sexually Tran
smitted Diseases. More
info later.

P ublic Relations Student
Society of America
(PRSSA)
Nov 6

Meeting in 260 Lake Superior
5:30 p.m. Everyone welcome

American Advertising
Federation (AAF)
Meets:

2 p.m. Thursday
5 p.m. Sunday
The Cove, Kirkhof Center
President: Katie Bolinger
All school of communications and
English majors welcome.

Dorm, call 895-6066, ask foi
Larfy

Nov 17

Micheal W. Smith GVSC
Fieldhouse, tickets $14
Carman, Stadium Arena,
$3 Reservations, $2 gen
eral admission
Silverwind, East Kentwood
Auditorium
Greg Volz, Kim Boyce

Career Planning &
Counseling Center
Students may sign up for these seminars
at the Career Planning & Counseling
Center, located in the Commons. Staff
members are available from 8am to 7pm
on Monday and 8am to 5pm Tuesday
through Friday. Ph:895-3266

8pm Joe Louis Arena, Detroit,
Ml, $16.00 reserved at Joe
Louis Arena Box Office,
Hudsons, & all Ticketworld
Outlets. 313-567-7500

Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship (IVCF)
is a inter-denominational Christian
organization that allows both Christian &
non-christians to learn about Jesus. Al
are welcomel! Please come and check
us out!! We meet every
Tuesday night at 9:00
in the Portside room
(downstairs KC)
"Healthy dating relationships"
Nov 11
Is your heart fire burning?"
Nov 18
Thanksgiving-Praise
Nov 25
Making a difference in your
Dec 2
home, campus, career
"Who's #1 in your life?"
Dec 9
Lordship
Christmas - worship
Dec 16
For more information call Alicia
895-6077 or Dan 453-7132

Bible StudvJames

Mon. 9pm Kistler Dorm
895-6916 ask for Penny
Nurse's Christian Fellowhip (NCF)
Tues. 4pm Lk. Ml Hall contact
Debra, 532-2424, or Laurel
942-7773.
Acts
Wed 8-9:15 pm Copeland

.

_______ r w m

Do you think this world needs prayer.,
bring your ideas with you to pray with
fellow students...M-F 8:30 am located
Bay or C^ve upstairs Kirkhof. Also Tues.
night, 8:15-8:45 same location
Christian Training EventsNov 14,15 Foundations of Discipleship
and Search the Scriptures
Dec 27-31 Market Place, integrating
Christian faith with your
career.
Jan 23-25 Mandate, a missions confer
ence.
Feb 13-15 Genesis '87 at the Hilton in in
K-zoo.
Summer EventsCedar Campus, Chapter Camp School
of leadership training (SLT).
For more info on any of the above
contact Dan Fenner 453-7132.

PETER GABRIEL
and

Except for the events on Nov 9 and 16,
all events are scheduled for the noon
hour in rm. 102 Manitou.
Nov 9, 16 ■Shoah’ of Claude Lanzmann,
Quad Theater, 2 pts, 1-5:30
Sun.

Carousel Christmas II

GR Public Museum, 150
Sesquicentennial Exhibition:
Out Of The
Wilderness
Exhibition

Media Tree Raising
Christmas In The Cabin

The Holocaust

Nov 14 '

Christmas In Gaslight Village
8pm, F 2:30, 8pm, Sat & Sun
2:30 & 3:30pm, Roger B.
Chaffee Planetarium, Ph:
456-3977
Guided tours of the Voigt
House Museum, 115 College
SE, GR

9-5, M-F, 2-5 Sun. Ph: 4536192
Carousel Christmas Shopping
Day, 4-7pm
A Christmas Present
Star Of The Magi

Nov 10,
11

Museum classes start, for
more information
call
456-3977
'

Dec 5

Thurs; 7:00-8:30 on campus. For more
info, call Keith 538-9771 or John
459-3081 or Prof. Sturm 895-51 15.
Nov 6
Film, Born Again, Chuck
Colson

GR Art Museum, Michigan in
1835, Exhibit.
Museum
hours; 10-5 Mon-Sat, Admis
sion $1 Adults, .50 kids. 54
Jefferson Ave. GR Ph:
456-3977
GR Art Museum, Art
Showcase '86, 3:30-6pm,
a dm ission
$2;
for
reservations call 459-2787
before Nov. 3

BOBBY McFERRIN
Dec 6

8pm, State Theatre, 404
Burdick, K-zoo, $12.50 He
uses his voice and body as
instruments to portray a
variety of characters.

Study Skills Workshops
Nov 11
Nov 18
Dec 4

Note Taking Skills, 6:30pm,
216 ASH
Time Ownership, 6:30pm ,
216 ASH
Test Taking Skills 4:30 pm
234 ASH

H o s p ita lity M anagem ent
Association
Now-Nov13 M&M Candy Sale -50c
Available in 108 Ash or from
any HMA member
Nov 14-16 trip to Chicago (details to be
announced)
The Hospitality Management Association
(HMA) is organized for furthei
understanding and knowledge of the
hotel,
restaurant,
and tourism
management fields. It is a great channcr
to meet new people and make friends ir
this growing service industry. The HMA
is located in 108 ASH, X3167.

Student Activites
Nov 6

Night Club Series, Barbara
Hutchison,9PM

See Calendar p. 14
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Mulcahy Leads Lakers To Victory
By Rodrick Wells
Sports E d i t o r ___________
It took a little while longer than Coach
Tom Beck expected, but he finally
seized his 100th collegiate victory.
The Lakers won their seventh game of
the year as senior Brian Mulcahy led
the charge. Mulcahv had 17 tackles
and several bone crushing hits. Coach
Beck was impressed with his
linebackers' performance. The Laker
defense continued their "bend don't
break” philosophy as they gave 336
yards,
but only
14 points.
Northwood's six turnovers didn't help
their cause, as they bumbled several
scoring opportunities.
Ray Buckner opened the scoring
with a seven yard run early in the first
quarter, with Nick Henttonen's extra

point the Lakers led 7-0.
The
Northmen drove down field in the
ensuing drive but fumbled at the
Lakers 24 yard line. Darrell Smith
recovered the fumble. Smith had
asnother solid day for the Lakers as he
recorded 11 tackles and a pass
interception.
Follow ilng
a_^/Guy
Schuler
interception Northwood scored on
seven yard run by Colin Kelly to knot
the score at 7-7 with 5:43 remaining in
the firsthalf. Darrell Smith intercepted
a Paul Tripp pass late in the half and
returned it to the Northmen 21 yard
line. Two plays later Ray Buckner
scored from 17 yards out on a swing
pass from Guy Schuler. The Lakers
went into the half leading 14-7.
Northwood had out gained the Lakers

in total yardage, 182 to 132. Ray
Buckner had gained 62 of those yards
rushing.
Guy Schuler scored his eleventh
touchdown of the year with 3:16 left in
the third quarter to give the' Lakers a
commanding 21-7 lead. Ray Buckner
had to leave the game due to an ankle
injury. Buckner had rushed for 86
yards. His replacement Mike Brown
scored on a screen play from 43 yards
out to put the Lakers up 28-7.
Brown's run would have made the
National Football League highlights as
he showed great moves and Erick
Dickerson type acceleration.
Northwood scored with 3:30 left to
make the score 28-14. John Brower
scored the Lakers last touchdown in
the last few seconds of the game from

six yards out.
Guy Schuler played another solid
game for the Lakers as he passed for
206 yards and two touchdowns. Frank
Miotke caught 5 passes for 57 yards.
Miotke now has 35 catches for 489
yards for the season. Freshman
Dwayne Gomillion made his first catch
as a Laker. Gomillion made an
acrobatic 44 yard catch to lead :o the
Lakers’ last touchdown. Jim Robinson
played a great game defensively as he
recorded 11 tackles and a fumble
recovery. Dan Reeves had 7 tackles
and a interception. Mike Smits
recorded 6 first hits most of them
coming on the special teams. The
Lakers will play Saginaw Valley State
at 1:30 p.m. Saturday. This will be the
last home game for Laker seniors.

DAN R E E V E S - w“L
e^Vart
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
Big things come in small
packages- that is one way to describe
Dan Reeves' success on the Laker
football team.
Dan Reeves is a
5'8",150 pound junior from Detroit,
who leads the team in tackles and
interceptions Reeves is one of the
biggest reasons the Laker defense

Things began to change when
coach Tom Beck took over the Lakers.
Reeves earned at a starting job at a
cornerback position and held it
throughout the 1985 season. After
the 1985 season Reeves asked the
coaches if he could have a chance at
his natural position, free safety
Reeves remarked/'AII I wanted was a
chance " Reeves went out and won

has gained respect throughout the
league

the position and has been right at
home every since. Reeves has six
interceptions, which is one away from
the Laker single season record
Reeves gives the coaching staff most

Reeves was not heavily recruited
in high school, although he led the
Public School League in interceptions

of the credit for the Lakers new
winning attitude "It is more of a team
effort now; the team is one big family,"

with nine
Reeves still holds the
single season interception record at

exclaims Reeves
Reeves is a criminal justice major
who would like to go into coaching

his alma mater Detroit Central
Alabama A & T recruited Reeves but
his high school coach felt that he was
too small and gave the scholarship to
another player on the squad .Upon
graduation Reeves went into the
Marines where he spent about a
month Reeves left the Mannes with a
no nor able discharge after a

one day Reeves feels 3t
coach
Beck's methods will help him in
coaching one day Reeves has high
praise for the entire Laker coaching

Reeves likes his all out style ol play
The lakers have really came
together as a team this year Coach

Reeves enrolled at Grand Valley
• i'.y and made the football team as a
a , - on m the fall ot 1983
Reeves
mr’sarks "that was the only luck I had "
>- ■g a walk-on Reeves had to dea
a •- me worst equipment and basically

: cm Bee k has restored prestige to the
Laker program Reeves says "Coach
Reck brought back me concept that it

' 's' team's offense Under defensive
ocach Cromie's regime Reeves was
destined to sit the oak

and has Six interceptions to his credit

m m v

staff " l like the whole coaching staff
they utilize everyone's talent " Jack
Tatum is Reeves' favorite player

'msunderstandmg in his contract
Most people would have given up at
s pomt but Reeves knew he wanted
"■e’hing out ot his life

oe ng dehumanized " I couldn't get a
o 3,-book- I had to learn the defensive
o 3yS from the sidelines " Reeves was
m.p.ed to cornerback from safety
to-.-: ause he was always disrupting the

Da/1 Reeves a Junior trom Detroit, leads the Lakers in tackles with 106

is a privilege to he a football player at
Grand Valley State " Reeves would
i,ke to make all conference this
season I feel he should have no
problem being first team but most of
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Reeves goals are team oriented
"This year the team didn't accomplish
what we wanted to but I wouldn't
want to play this season with any
other group ' says Reeves Sounds
likeone big happy family to me

Photo by Todd Saylor
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Intram ural News
Robinson Rockers
Wampuses

32
6

Totally Ripped
Wampuses

7
6

Taste Great
The Stadium

18
0

Delta Sigma Pi
Bar Hopps

40
0

Bronco’s
Fighting Seven

38
32

Cubbies
Reckless Abandon

7
0

Whatever
SigEps

13
12

East Block
Neighborhood

42
6

S & B Athletics
Druids

7
6

Druids
Waterfront

36
0

Terminators
Boardwalk Boys

7
0

Unknowns
Air Force One

26
0

Totally Ripped
Buzzards

34
0

Runnin’ Rebels
Copeland II

26
6

Renegades
Trojans

48
0

Druid Killers
Brewhas

34
12

Fighting Seven
Robinson Rockers

46
18

Ravine Grizzley’s
Copeland I

7
0

Brewski’s
Whatever

21
14

Sig Eps
Wampuses

27
22

Robinson Rowdies
The Stadium

7
0

Totally Ripped
Renegades

27
20

Terminators
Buzzards

58
0

Nights ot Robinson
Boardwalk Boys

20
16

S & B Athletics
Can Can Girls

60
0

Total Rees
Unknowns

7
6

Men’s Top 10 IM Football

1. Druids (3-0)
2. Terminators (3-0)
3. Druid Killers (4-0)
4. Unknowns (2-0)
5. Brewski’s (3-0)
6. Nights of Rob. (3-0)
7. Totally Ripped (3-0)
8. R unnin’ Rebels(2-1)
9. W hatever (3-1)
10. Ravine Grizzl. (2-1)
Co-Rec Top 5 IM Football

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D ruids (2-0)
Total Rees (3-0)
C ubbies (2-1)
Delta Sigma Pi (2-0)
Totally Ripped (1-1)

Women’s Top
IM Football Teams

1.
2.
3.
4.

S & B A thle tics (3-0)
Druids (1-1)
Rob. Rowdies (3-0)
Taste Great (1-1)

$
$

Plasma Center
454-8251

Hours for donations:
M - Th 7a.m. - 4:15p.m.
T & F 6a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays-

Help others & recieve a $10 bonus w'ith
Your first Plasma Donation, Plus this Coupon
$7 for first visit during the week
$12 for second visit during the week
Farn Extra Income Weekly By Donating Plasma

Grand Valley State 24
Saginaw Valley St. 14

Last week I was 10 out 15
My overall record is 68 ou
of 105 for 64%. My bes
picks of the week were the
over
Saints
v ic to ry
Forty-Niners and the N.Y.
Giants over the Dallas
Cowboys. My flop of the
week was Seattle over the
Jets. The Jets manhandled
the Seahawks.
Pro Picks
Minnesota over Detroit
Cincinnati over Houston
N.England over Indianapolis
>
N.Y. Giants over Philly
Chicago over Tampa Bay
New Orleans over L.A. Rams
Buffalo over Pittsburgh
Washington over Green Bay
San Francisco over St. Louis
Atlanta over N.Y. Jets
Dallas over L.A. Raiders
Denver over San Diego
Miami over Cleveland _______

Top Co-Rec IM
Volleyball Teams

Women's Top IM
Volleyball Teams

1. W hatever (5-0)
2. TriS igs/P iK app (3-0)
3. Nads (5-1)
4. Hang em* High (3-0)
5. Better on Top (7-2)
6. C ubbies II (2-0)
7. Beach Bums (5-1)
8. Better on TopB(6-3)
9. T otally Ripped (2-1)
10. KGB (3-2)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Nads (3-0)
Tri Sigma (3-0)
Druids (5-1)
Whatever (2-1)
B.S.S. (6-0)
Oxford Blues (3-0)
Casual Copel. (5-1)
Cubbies (4-2)
Winds. Women(4-2)

Archie’s

Cherrv Street
645 Cherry S.E.

It’s ge
of the season and the
L a k e rs
have
the
opportunity to end up with
their best record ever. Last
week the Lakers received a.
great performance from
senior middle-Ijnebacker
Brian Mulcahy. I think his inspiring play will spark the
Lakers this; week against
the Saginaw Valley State
Cardinals.
The game
Saturday will be for second
place unless Northwood
can somehow upset
Hillsdale. Last year the
Cardinals defeated the
Lakers for the G.L.I.A.C.
title, this will lay heavily on
the player's minds. The
Lakers w aqtto ppbve they
can win a big-game and
they will. The Cardinal
dom ination
w ill end
Saturday. I expect the
Lakers seniors to play the
games of their lives in their
ast home at Grand Valley
State. The Cardinals will
drown in the Lakers waves.

BEER, WINE, LIQUOR,

$

$

LOTTERY
*FREE ICE*
WITH

KEG BEER
F'andale
153-1007
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Travels To Ohio
By Rich Reitsma
October 24 and 25 the Grand Valley
Rowing Club went to Columbus, Ohio
to participate in the Jack Speakmon
Regatta. One of the most challenging
and prestigious races in the Midwest,
the regatta drew powerful teams from
Ohio State, Charleston University in
West Virginia, Purdue University,
University of Michigan, and many
others. Despite the presence of such
strong competition, the Rowing Club
performed extremely well.
c
The first race of the day was the.

Men's Novice Eight, rowed by Kevin
Van Houten, Don Durecki, Gil Hough,
Chris Willoughby, Barry Kline, Barney
Jacobs, Todd Barton and Rich Reitsma
and coxswained by Kristi Mattson. The
Men's Eight came in third in a very fast
heat to place in the finals. Immediately
following this heat, four of the men
(Kevin, Don, Barry, and Rich) went back
out to race in the Men's Novice Four
heat. The men jumped on the start and
held the lead for several hundred
meters until the boat "caught a crab"
and the men missed placing in the
.finals by under ten seconds.

After these morning races, the team
waited until late afternoon for the Men's
Eight Finals and the Women's Four
Finals. The Women's Four, rowed by
Brenda Hubley, Amy Uber, Deb Webb,
and Linda Toman, and coxswained by
Dani Ogle, raced first, and created the
most exciting race of the day. The
women jumped on the start and had
quite a .lead until Linda Toman’s oar
broke out of its lock. However, a quick
and brilliant recovery and hard work
during the body of the race allowed the
women's boat to finish third overall.
Finally, the Men's Eight rowed. They

performed well, coming in fifth out of
seventeen in a very close, fast race,
almost tying for fourth place.
Despite a long, cramped journey in a
rented van, and a short night sleeping
outdoors, the club proved its worth and
competitive prowess. The team is now
working towards hosting a regatta with
Michigan State University on November
8, an event which has not occurred for
five years. Congratulations for a super
job, and good luck on Nov. 8!
Anyone interested in joining the
Rowing Club for the spring please keep
class schedules opdn between 3 andB.

Grand Valley Holds Pom-Pon Clinic
By Andrea Postmus
On Saturday, November 1 the
Fieldhouse was the setting for a
Pom-Pom
clinic held by Grand
Valley's Pom-Pom squad. Nine area
pom-pom squads attended the clinic
which began at 9:00 a m. and lasted
until 4:00 p.m..
Approximately 130 girls attended the
clinic. The participating high schools
were:East Kentwood, Fruitport,
Kelloggsville, Kenowa Hills, Rockford,
Rogers,Sparta, Union and Wyoming

Park. The day's events included an
"orginality competition" in which the
high school squads performed their
individaul routines in front of the
judges. Wyoming Park took first place
in this event followed by East
Kentwood and Kenowa Hills.

A routine was also taught to the
squads by Grand Valley’s squad. The
girls had two hours fo learn this
routine. The girls were judged on an
individual basis with Union High
School being the overall winners

LAKER
ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK

followed by Rogers and Wyoming
Park.
The squads brought in their own
kicklines for a "kickline competition".
Wyoming Park took first place with
Kenowa Hills and Sparta closely
behind.
Other events of the day were
workshops on technique and
choreography, plus a coaches
meeting.
A "spirit award" was
presented to the squad showing the
most enthusiasm, consideration for
other squads and support for their
squad members as well as members of
the opposing squads. This award was
presented to Kelloggsville high
school. Wyoming Park accumulated

the highest point total for the day and
therefore won the overall competition.
They earned
the opportunity to
perform at halftime of Grand Valley's
mens basketball game against Wayne
State on January 22nd.
The clinic ran very smoothly thanks
to the many people who helped with
setup and organization of the events.
Long hours ot planning and work by
Grand Valley's pom-pom coach, Chris
Siedlecki and her squad made the day
a success. A few minor injuries did
occur but they were taken care of by
trainer Judy Hamilton. The purpose of
holding the clinic was to share ideas
on routines, learn new moves and
make new friends.

Hair Designers & Tanning Salon
Students, don't let your summer tan fade!
COUPON
ijt '>;!'/
■' •

HOURS:
Tues-Fri 9am-7pm
Sat9am-2pm

Brian M ulcahy a senior m iddle linebacker
from C hicago IL, recorded 17 tackles in
clud ing 7 solos in Grand Valley's win over
N orthw ood In stitu te .
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1987 Summer School at University of Sarajevo, Yugoslavia
Registrations are currently being accepted for a study abroad program at
the University ot Sarajevo. Students will have the opportunity to quality
for a£i academic scholarship, financial aid and earn up to six semester
credits. The program is available to all graduate and undergraduate Grand
Valley students
Leaving:

Cost:
Housing:

May 7-12, 1987
$ 1,600 plus tu itio n
W ith the fa m ilie s in the c ity or U n iv e rs ity

-rr—7-rat'V*- JU'

Deadline:
In te rn s h ip s :
In fo rm a tio n :

A p p lic a tio n s are due Ja n u a ry 31, 1986. A $100
d e p o s it is re q u ire d .
In te rn s h ip s are a v a ila b le in y o u r fields.
P ro fe s s o r A n to n io H errera, ext. 895-3211 or
O ffice of In te rn a tio n a l S tu d ie s ext. 3898/3366.

uJ
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"Phinney" from p.2
He then said, "On the black side, one cannot see a
sensible leadership for dialogue except Chief Gatsha
Buthelezi who claims the support of South Africa's six million
'Zulus.'"
Phinney mentioned the world-known Nelson
Mandela as another prominant black leader. Mandela is the
jailed symbolic leader of the African National Congress
(ANC).
Others mentioned in this context were Bishop Desmond
Tutu and ANC President Oliver Tambo.
Should the transition to a form of federated government
occur, Ambassador Phinney acknowledged there will still be
problems. He said, "The problem the international
community faces in the years ahead, is that of dealing with
the South African government under seige, all too ready to
strike across its frontiers at real or perceived threats,
abandoning detente and diplomatic solutions to the
disputes it has with its neighbors."
His third presentation, entitled "Where could the African
National Congress lead South Africa?," included this
statement, "A large number of white and black businessmen,
academics, and anti-apartheid political leaders from many
freedom-loving nations believe the ANC should play a role in
seeking an end to apartheid by negotiations. This role has
been denied the ANC because of their communistic
leanings."
Ambassador Phinney explained the development of the
ANC by saying, "When formed in 1912, the ANC's early
objectives were clearly evolutionary. Over the years the ANC
has relentlessly moved toward a greater radicalism; from early
petition, to protest, to defiance, then to underground
insurgency."
But Grand Valley senior Dale Robinson pointed out during
a question and answer session that the ANC has been
pushed into insurgency by the repressive government.
Acknowledging this, Phinney said they also want a one man,
one vote system which is more than most democracies have,
including ours.
Citing the U.S.'s promotion of change in South Africa,
Phinney said, "The United States Congressional sanctions
Bill against South Africa is now law, "inter alia " The Bill
encourages the ANC to reexamine its ties with communism
and end its participation in violence in South Africa."
He also explained that the Bill denies funds to groups
engaged in "necklacing." "Necklacing" is a form of torture in
which a gasoline-dowsed tire is placed on a person's
shoulders and lit.
Describing what U S officials hope will happen, Phinney
explained, "It is expected that the ANC will condemn
practices they have used in the past, such as "necklacing",
and will take steps to end violence "
Additionally, he said, "It is expected of the ANC to sever its
ties with the Communists Should Mr Tambo be able to
effectively reduce or eliminate the communist influence in
the ANC, the ANC will then be in a better position to use its
very real influence to help develop a united and patriotic
people in a South Africa government"
___

"Hope for South Africa," the ambassador's final
presentation, outlined potential changes which would help
the black majority there to actively run their government.
He suggested that a "crash education program for young
blacks," should be developed. Noting that 37 percent of the
blacks in urban areas are under 19-years-old, Phinney said
that 3.5 million blacks could be affected.
He said, "Our loss there would mean a progressive
movement toward USSR and Soviet Bloc entrenchment."
To prevent the Soviets from gaining ground in the area,
Phinney suggested that an education system funded by at
least the U S. and Britain and perhaps other nations like
Japan, West Germany and Australia would help.
Robinson also asked Phinney if the educational system
wouldn’t be slanted to the interests of the West. He said that
doctrines taught might not be in the best interest of the
populations there. He asked, "How would political overtones
be avoided?" Robinson went on to asked why the West
should develop the education program.
In response, Phinney said, "I feel that the most important
reason (for Western influence) is to give the individual the
opportunity for freedom of thought."
Phinney is a California resident. He is a small businessman
who lived in West Michigan during the 1960s. After making
previous speeches in the area, he was asked by members of
the Grand Valley Administration to speak here.
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From Calendar p.10
Nov 7

Play,
"Pippen",
Louis
Armstrong Theatre, 8PM
Nov 8,9 Brother & Sister Weekend
Nov 8
Football vs Saginaw Valley
Lubbers, 1:30pm

Nov 8
Nov 8
Nov8
Nov 8
Nov 9
Nov 11

Nov13

Nov 13

Nov 14

Basketball, Windsor, 5:30pm,
Fieldhouse, 5:30pm
Film, E.T., Portside, Kirkhol
7pm
Play,
"Pippen",
Louis
Armstrong Theatre, 8pm
GV Airband, Fieldhouse, 9pm
Film E.T., Louis Armstrong,
7 and 9pm
Lunch Break Series, Little
M iam i
T heatre,
Louis
Armstrong Theatre, 12pm
Lunch Break Series, Kodaly
S tring
Q uartet,
Louis
Armstrong Theatre, 12pm
Night Club Series, GVSC
Jazz Band, Kirkhof Center,
Crow's Nest, 9pm
Volleyball, Wayne State
Fieldhouse, 6pm

"Gums' from p.9
When flossing, It is important to use about 18 inches of
floss to get between the teeth to loosen plaque. Rinse the
mouth after flossing to rid it of food particles and bacteria.
NOTE:
These steps are time-consuming, but the staggering The Lanthorn invites all student org
incidence of gum disease and the cost, time and pain anizations to publish their schedules and
involved in treatment provide ample incentive to give gums a activities in the Lanthorn.
second thought. HERE'S TO A BEAUTIFUL SMILE!

THERE A RE TW O SIDES TO
BECOM ING A NURSE IN THE ARM Y.
And they're both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception The gold bar ---- -----on the nght means you command respect as an Army officer
earning a RSN, write; Army Nurse Opportunities, PO Box
Clifton, NJ 07015 Or call toll free 1-S00-USA-ARMY

ARM Y NURSE CORPS. BE A LL YOU CAN BE.

T

My Lord Tomnoddy is thirty-four. The Earl can last but a
tew years more My Lord in the Peers will take his place
Her Majesty's councils words will grace Office he'll hold
and patronage sway; Fortunes and lives he will vote away,
And what are his qualifications7 - ONE1 He's the Earl of
Fit/dotterel's eldest son
Robert Barnabas Brough

Mahanshi Mahesh Yogi- Founder of TM

ranscendental Meditation is The benefits of TM are docu
easy to learn and enjoyable mented by more than 300 scien
to practice. In just a few minutes,tific research studies. These
TM provides a unique state of benefits include:
deep rest. This deep rest dissolves
• Less stress and anxiety
stress and refreshes the mind
• Clearer thinking, greatei
and body.
intelligence
•
More energy and stamina
Doctors Recommend TM
• More happiness and self
esteem
Six thousand medical doctors in
the U.S. have learned TM. Many Thousands of people of all ages
recommend it to their patients as and walks of life in Michigan are
a way to stay healthy and young. already enjoying TM.

Here’s what people are saying about

Transcendental Meditation
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"Nothing else is as effective
as TM in producing deep
relaxation and in combat
ting stress and tension "
Barry Charles, \fD

V a n if f iIt tj'X < rW> .c f •> »• •«. . r» ■* «%r ; •(

■r h*»0. tr >m ff.r same roll ! r\ Hus renurkaPlc him t«>vlav

["FREE Introductory Offer
I

I
I

O RUSH me rwi 20 exposure
roils >t Kodak MP film ti* mv
35mm camera Id like 2 roll
Harter pa*, k including basmur
5247* and 5294® kmlosed is J2
for postage and handling

100% Satisfaction Cuaranterd

"TM eliminated the stress
that made life a struggle.
Problems just seem to solve
themselves.”
Jane Holly
Registered \urse

“TM enables me to main
tain a higher energy level
over a longer period of time
and to have a clearer mind.”
Alexander R. Lukats
A uornev

“After just a few months of
TM. I found it easy to con
centrate for hours on dif
ficult tasks without fatigue”
Christine Clarke Johnsen
Teacher

Free Introductory Lectures on Transcendental Meditation-This Week Only
V ia il to

S c jn lc b ilm W iv e k s

SOC Third V r W
Seattle

W A 9 8 12 4

IM i K«;x »40A<>
CODE

Monday November 10, 1986
12 Noon and 7:30 p m.
Grand Valley State College

Kirk of Center
Bay Room
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riter

U

ad", gust
willing to learn!
There’s openings for
people interested in writing for news, and
campus life. We also need people to help
paste-up ads, and pages.
Discover the
creativity, versitility, and rewarding life
of a newspaper career!!!
Contact the Lanthorn at 895-3120

•W ARIER*

n

40. Twist
41. Desk
43. Drank
44. Tone In (p.t.)
46. Aired

18. Burden
20. Indulge
21. Cede
22. Origin
23. Lighter
49. Mistake
25. Cnt back
50. Scary
26. Bloat
52. Yale
2 8 . ____ Spade
53. Coarse
29. High card
54. Oddity
31. Relation between
55. Fish eggs
tones on scale
32.
Inhabitant (snf.)
DOWN
21. Chore
35. Certifier
23. Ban
37. Ditch
1. 7th Letter,
24. Moray (pi.)
Greek Alphabet
39. Senior
27. Some
2. Frightened (Early Eng.) 40. Trick
28. Mister
42. Squabble
Military Depot
29. Pointed missile 3.
43. Hunt
4. Poet
30. Verb (form of be) 5. Before
44. Morning Moisture
31. Plan (pi.)
45. Ireland Military
6. Depart
33. Plural of I
Organization (abbr.)
7. Ash
34. Poison
46. By way of
8. Lake
36. Eat (p.t.)
47. Rock Group
9. Attorney
37. Jelly
48. Decrease
10. Ceres mother (Gr.)
38. Coat
51. Concerning
11. Drone
39. Squeeze
16. Type, Sort
ACROSS
1. Epoch
4. Sire
9. Tennli! ahot
12. Pave
13. Odor
14. Mock
15. Adore
17. Scan
IP. Aged
20. Cent

[ H
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ARE YOU.:
ENTHUSIASTIC, CHEERFUL ENERGETIC
AND VIVACIOUS?
Do you like meeting and talking
to new people?
Do you like earning MONEY?
Work for the Lanthorn as an
AD SALESMEN!
Call Kim Tryon now!
895-3120

S P E C IA L IZ IN G IN
J u n io r , M is s e s & Q u e e n Size C lo t h in g
♦ S P E C IA L *

X n J b

GARMENT

J

BAG

SHOW STUDENT I.D.
RELIEVE
20% OFF ANY ITEM.
(not including sale items)
exp 11-12-86

6S37 Lake M i Dr

895-5103

HOURS:
M ON-FRI 10 5.30
SAT 10 4

_ ain u ir u i
im u ti n i « n ,

Continued from page 4

engages in a sort of overskill, leaving
the audience almost numb by the end.
Despite these problems, the issues
that are brought to light by this play are
important ones In a society that is
growing in complexity every day we
must be careful not to comparmentalize
our lives and ignore what is going on
abound us
We must question the
goals and means of our organizations,
Dureaucracies and conglomerates as
mey continue to grow today
it we do not cry out for human rights,
we t,nd ourselves in an uncomfortable
ocsition When people participate in
■ddmg themselves of their humanism,
ooth the vicims and the perpetrators
3'p haOhteo tor’fevSr1ByTh^iTa

COLLEGE
GRADUATESAIM HIGH.
Get your career of‘
fo a flying star1"
Attend Air Force 0tf.ce'
Training School
earn a com m ission
and Degm a rewarding c c reeThe Air Force of'ers you good
pay complete meciicc1cam
and m uc r m o'e a
(616 ) 345-1298 collect

4 FINE STORES TO BETTER
HELP YOU!

51 M o n ro e Mall N.W.
1533 W e a lth y S.E

3 1 5 0 Plainfield
2 8 8 3 W ils o n , G r a n d /t ile
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Classified Ads
H
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WANTED
Student Spring Break Reprcsentives for
Collegiate Tour & Travel. Earn
Complementary trips and cash. For
more info call (612) 780-9324, or write
9434 Naples NE, MN 55434. attn.
John.

Travel Field Position immediatly
available. Good commision, valuable
work experience. Travel and other
b en efits.
C all B ill Ryan
l-(800)-433-7747 for a complete info
mailer

FOR SALE
Good transportation for $750.00. 1979 ADAM COMPUTER (includes Processor,
Subaru, 2 dr. 5 sp., 2 new tires & new Joy Sticks Cassete Recorders, Cassette
battery. 895-4749.
Games, Letter-Quality Printer) $200 or best
offer. Prof. T. Berland, Ext. 3668.
TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY.
Gain valuable marketing experience
while earning
money. Campus
representative needed immediatly for
spring break trip to Florida. Call
Campus Marketing at 1-800-282-6221.

$60.00 PER HUNRED PAID: For
remailing letters from home! Send
self-addressed stamped envelope for
information / application. Associates,
Box 95-B NJ 07203
AVON
Looking for that special gift for that
special someone, or yourself? Call
Michelle 895-7745.

TERM PAPERS, RESUM ES, etc.
Typed, accurate, fast, proffesional,
reasonable, call 532-2960

Research Paperss. 15,278 available!
catalog $ 2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los A ngeles 90025.
TOLLFREE Hot Line 1-800 351 -0222,
Ext. 33, VISA/MC or COD.

LITTLE ADS CATCH THE EYE:
Place your ad in the classified section
for under $2.00 today! For more info
call the Landthom, 895-3120

ethereis
stitutefor

• i

The first 30 words ere free. Every wor
The Unihorn reserves the right to reject
coaiidmftae*. Persons!* are due the Pi
Unthorn offices, Lower Level of the Kir’
895*7803
Cara,
Thank you for all the help this past
week. I don’t think I would have made it
without you.
I Love You, Scott.
To Butkis: You're my "Chicago
Bear", and you have made my life the
best it can be; thank-you. Just
remember: always walk like an
egyptian!
Love, Steve Fullers #1 Fan.
C. R. and M. H. Try not to have to much
fun this weekend without L.R. and J.P.D.!!!

V ? ? :.

!>, will cost ftvt
tal for legal or
•re every issue,
er,
Phene N»<

M ai,
Remember R.T., B.M., and PC .
Remember U of M, Oct. 31st. and "Stand
By Me". It seems like only yesterday
when we stole mattresses together. I just
thought I would mention you are my best
friend. P.S. Are You Smiling?
Love J.K.
"B .B .B .B ." - Happy Anniversary,
Babe! Thanks for 15 great months'!
Lots of love from your fun girlfriend M.M.

-1
Flu S h o ts A v a ila b le : Influenza vaccinations are
available for $10 to faculty, staff and students at the
Health Services, Room 163, Field House. Service hours
are Monday through Friday, 9am to 3pm.

U ll 800-257-1200.’ Ext 1066
I mail ilk- mupon - .uid start vmr
subscription to The Will Siret-i
l<mi nal at student s,i\ iiik'-"I up
gP- t1|>I H •iff the regular subsdrip

XT tiuipnie
■ 'L-J

§

That - .1 pretK genrn ms <itfei

L'||e| l.llk uhell ViHIKUMdel
aha! :! uctualh lepresents

To subscribe, cal) 800-257-

12( x F I

Ext 1066 toll-free

hhe Wall Street Journal.

Doran Chiropractic
Family Health Care Center

LAWRENCE P. DORAN D.C.

1

I

‘ cross from Allendale High School
6534 LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
(616t 895-5499

\e c k Pain? Headache’’ Lower Back I’aln’’ Sports Injury? Tension’’
WE CAN HELP
1ST VLSI I FREE WITH IH ISC O U ’ON
OFFICE HOIRS
Free C onsu lLau on
SPECIAL OFEER Complimentary OrthopedioNcurologica. Exam
Mon-Eri 9-6 p.m.
Sat 9-1 p.m.
Reduced Student Fee $12 cash per visa

T H E BIG PICTURE TOUR
FRIDAY NOV. 7, 1986 - 7:30 p.m .
GRAND V A LLE Y STATE C O LLEG E ARENA
G ood Seats on SALE NOW!
At Ticketmaster o c te ts , Believe in
Music, area Christian Bookstores, Calvin College
box office. To charge by phone call
456-3333. A WMAX/SPIRIT WIND PRODUCTION

